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Abstract: Climate change calls for a paradigm shift in the primary energy generation that comes
with new challenges to store and transport energy. A decentralization of energy conversion can only
be implemented with novel methods in process engineering. In the second part of our work, we
took a deeper look into the load flexibility of microstructured Fischer–Tropsch synthesis reactors to
elucidate possible limits of dynamic operation. Real data from a 10 kW photovoltaic system is used
to calculate a dynamic H2 feed flow, assuming that electrolysis is capable to react on power changes
accordingly. The required CO flow for synthesis could either originate from a constantly operated
biomass gasification or from a direct air capture that produces CO2; the latter is assumed to be
dynamically converted into synthesis gas with additional hydrogen. Thus two cases exist, the input
is constantly changing in syngas ratio or flow rate. These input data were used to perform
challenging experiments with the pilot scale setup. Both cases were compared. While it appeared
that a fluctuating flow rate is tolerable for constant product composition, a coupled temperatureconversion relationship model was developed. It allows keeping the conversion and product
distribution constant despite highly dynamic feed flow conditions.
Keywords: Fischer–Tropsch synthesis; microstructured reactors; dynamic processes; heterogeneous
catalysis; decentralized application; compact reactor technology; PtX; BtL; PtL

1. Introduction
Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced to limit global warming to less than
2 °C [1]. For this reason, the Climate Protection Plan 2050 was drawn up in Germany. In accordance
with directives from the European Union (EU), the goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80–
95% by 2050 compared to 1990 [2]. Since CO2 is one of the most emitted greenhouse gases [3],
technologies that favor neutral or negative CO2 emissions are becoming increasingly relevant.
Renewable energy can be obtained from wind, solar power, or biomass. These sources offer the
possibility to generate energy without affecting the fossil carbon cycle. It can be assumed that
extensive implementation is tied to decentralized plants on a wide variety of free areas in order to
produce energy where it is needed [4,5]. The share of biomass in the energy mix is considered to be
limited, especially in Germany [6]. For this reason, wind and solar energy in particular need to be
actively supported and will thus dominate the electricity market at a certain point in time. Due to
seasonal effects as well as day and night cycles, a misalignment between energy generation and
consumption exists. One of the biggest challenges is the storage of spatial and time-resolved excess
energy and the compensation of energy gaps [7–10].
To store large amounts of energy over seasons or daytime, electrical energy must be converted
into molecules with a high energy density that do not show losses even during long storage periods.
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In power-to-liquid (PtL) processes, hydrogen is produced by water electrolysis and converted with
carbon oxides into liquid hydrocarbons. Those processes are suitable to produce such molecules, i.e.,
chemical energy carriers. The storage of hydrogen itself is expensive and involves a number of risks,
which makes its conversion to liquid hydrocarbons interesting [11–13]. The Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis (FTS) is one of several pathways to produce a synthetic crude fuel from synthesis gas, a
mixture of H2 and CO. Pre-treated synthetic crude from the FTS can replace petroleum products
without significantly changing existing infrastructure [14]. Carbon monoxide can be obtained from
many carbon sources. To ensure CO2 neutrality, the carbon source should be CO2 from direct air
capture (DAC) or biomass since plants utilize CO2 to grow. Together with H2 from electrolysis, CO2
from the atmosphere can be converted into synthesis gas by reverse water–gas shift reaction (RWGS).
Biomass gasification directly leads to synthesis gas but often lacks in hydrogen; thus, H2 by
electrolysis can be added to the produced gas stream to increase the efficiency of the biomass-toliquid (BtL) process route.
Until recently, FTS has only been used in large-scale plants where large quantities of synthesis
gas are processed [15]. In order to justify decentralized conversion of renewable energy sources, the
applied reactor technology must be significantly improved in order to obtain similar efficiency
without large internal recycling at small- to medium-scale installations. Within microstructured
reactors, small dimensions and a large internal surface area can significantly improve both mass and
heat transfer in many processes [4,16,17]. In addition, processes can be further intensified through
evaporation cooling. Those advantages allow increasing of the reactors’ space-time yield by a factor
of 80 and enhancing the single pass conversion in FTS from 40% to above 60% [18]. That is a quantum
leap for the generation of hydrocarbons and makes compact synthesis plants possible. To foster cost
reduction in processes where hydrogen is required before the synthesis, expensive plant components
such as a hydrogen buffer storage need to be minimized. This goal can be reached through dynamic
process control, for instance [19]. Nevertheless, plant utilization needs to be maximized and the
whole system must be assessed via an economic evaluation.
In the past, researchers always hoped to overcome the boundaries of steady-state synthesis
reactions [20–37]. It is obvious that potential selectivity or conversion advantages from forced feed
cycling or temperature swing or other types of unsteady-state operation must overcome additional
cost and complexity brought into the system design [20,22,23]. In the context of PtL applications, the
reduction of intermittent hydrogen storage is a clear reduction of capital costs enabled by dynamic
operation [22–24,38]. Only a small number of publications investigated potential effects from
dynamic operation on the FTS, mostly before the 1990s [20,37]. It was observed that iron-based
catalysts produce more methane under forced feed cycling. When repeated for a cobalt-based
catalyst, a “hydrocarbon formation overshoot” for the C1–C7 species, compared to steady-state, was
observed [37]. It should be noted that such effects might be strictly linked to one specific catalyst
compositions. In a review by Silveston from 1995, a generally increased catalyst activity or
performance was described for multiple systems [20]. Other observations are worth mentioning, such
as that steady-state kinetics are unable to predict benefits with regard to conversion or selectivity and
that forced feed-cycling is so far the only practicable way to induce better process performance.
Temperature cycles are not much investigated yet. Only the work of González and Eilers picked up
that topic 20 years later [22–24]. PtX technologies became increasingly interesting for process
engineers in the recent years. For the involved catalysts, mainly iron and cobalt-based, no
improvement by dynamic operation in activity or selectivity could be found in these studies.
However, no hint as to disadvantages from forced feed cycling have been reported to date. Thus,
steady-state kinetics seem valid for unsteady-state operation. A final validation of a feasible dynamic
operation in process combination with electrolysis is not possible, since no such systematic
investigation is present up to now.
A deeper look into dynamic synthesis was performed for the methanation reaction [21,25–36].
The need for flexibility in the fast changing energy system was recognized and investigated. From
simplified assumptions in his model, Güttel et al. concluded that oscillation brings no improvement
in the reaction rate compared to steady-state [21]. Unsteady-state kinetics were likely unable to
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predict the experiments. Methanation reaction is probably simpler in terms of reaction kinetics,
compared to the FTS. However, catalyst deactivation and a more severe and also moving hot spot is
more difficult to describe in methanation, compared to Fischer–Tropsch synthesis [28,30,31].
Deactivation brings always uncertainty in kinetics descriptions and the description of methanation.
Thus, multiple models were developed to simulate product properties and reactor performance in
dynamic operation. Some of the investigations focus on thermal stability and synthesis improvement
[28,31–36] while practical approaches often lack a sufficient feedback loop or monitoring options [34–
36]. Mixed results are reported about the decline of reaction rate by oscillation experiments and only
few advantages from oscillation are reported [30,36]. Almost no negative effect on catalyst lifetime is
observed, while slightly better stability is found the shorter the cycles are [26,27,30]. Both the
isothermal and adiabatic reactor approach have advantages and disadvantages, while the latter is
reported to be better suited for load-flexible operation [36].
In microstructured fixed bed reactors, issues like hot-spot formation and associated deactivation
do not apply ab initio, as shown in our previous work (Part 1) [38]. Hot spots are negligible and high
per-pass conversion can be established without sintering effects. In addition, no advantage or
disadvantage from oscillation experiments was found and description by steady-state kinetics
seemed to be valid for unsteady-state experiments. As the time-scale was still in the minute-scale in
Part 1, in this paper we will focus on a high-frequency oscillation following the power profile of an
electrolysis by applying real photovoltaics data from a location in Baden–Württemberg to the setup.
This analysis is performed under consideration of the two elaborated cases above, i.e., the variation
of feed gas composition (assuming a constant biomass gasification with fluctuating hydrogen
addition) and the variation of feed gas flow (assuming a CO2-storage with dynamically operated
RWGS). The paper will give insights in the reactor and setup response as well as possible limitations.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup and Process Analysis
The pilot scale setup for up to 7 L d−1 of liquid and solid product from previous publications was
used for this work [18,38]. The microstructured fixed bed reactor using cobalt as active catalyst
component was used as described elsewhere [16]. The catalyst was not exchanged in between part 1
and part 2 of the study.
Analysis consisted of an online gas chromatograph (GC) to determine conversion levels and
selectivity, as well as two offline GC for liquid and solid product analysis. Details on data processing
are detailed elsewhere [18,39,40]. Additionally, a mass spectrometer (MS) was introduced in part 1
for online measurement of the gas phase with better time resolution [38]. After some modifications
on the MS, the gas phase concentration could be quantified in this work, in contrast to part 1. Three
thermocouples enabled temperature measurement of the reaction. The top (feed inlet) and bottom
(product outlet) temperatures of the microstructured reactor were measured with thermocouples
inserted in between the plates of the microstructured packed bed. The steam outlet temperature was
measured in the fluid. Calibrated mass flow controllers (MFCs) dosed the respective feed gases. A
quick sampling (QS) site was previously installed for concurrent gas and liquid sampling [38].
It is important to point out that parameter changes affect the reaction performance much faster
than they can be measured due to a signal delay of about 17.5 min (for both liquid and gas
composition), as discussed in the previous work of Part 1.
In this part of the study, it must therefore be assumed that gas composition changes inside the
catalyst bed appear fast, as the species residence time from the MFCs to the reactor exit is less than
two minutes. Setpoint changes of reactor temperature can also be assumed to take effect almost
instantaneously since internal temperature control via cooling water pressure manipulation is very
effective and monitoring is performed by measuring the wall temperature inside the microstructured
foil stack. Evaporation cooling is thus found to save response time in contrast to heating and cooling
without phase change. As a result, the conversion inside the catalyst bed is subject to very fast
changes.
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2.2. Real Photovoltaic Profiles and Discretization of the Feed
Since a realistic context of an actual PtL process is not yet fully clear, testing the capabilities of
the FTS step is straightforward to identify possible limits of future process chains. Stress on the
catalyst can be applied in many ways. In the context of dynamic FTS, quickly fluctuating feeds are a
good way to test system behavior under extreme conditions.
KIT’s Battery Technical Center (BATEC) supplied different real-time profiles for a 10 kW
photovoltaic (PV) table. This data was used to develop experimental campaigns. The PV table consists
of polycrystalline solar modules. The tilt angle was adjusted to 30° facing south, which is considered
optimal for the given location (N 49.1 E 8.4). This allowed reaching the theoretical peak power of 10
kW.
In this work, a daily profile for a sunny spring day in 2015 is used (see Figure 1a). It was
confirmed by BATEC that this profile is a representative average for that period and location. A
−3
hydrogen flow of 4 kWh 𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁,𝐻𝐻
was calculated from the assumption of a conversion efficiency of 75%
2
(based on the heating value). This is a typical value for industrial state-of-the-art PEM electrolysis as
reported for Siemens Silyzer 200 and 300 systems, for instance [41,42]. Usually, we operate the reactor
in steady state between 60 and 160 gcat h m−3 of syngas mixture (see Table 2). This equals between 5
and 17.6 LN min−1 of hydrogen. In order to achieve this, a downscaling factor of 2.5 was applied to fit
the scale of H2 production to the given reactor size and mass of catalyst. A discretization of the
hydrogen volume flow was conducted to yield a maximum 10 steps during a ramp from the highest
flow level to the lowest and vice versa. Furthermore, the time of a change between the different levels
was expanded to minimum one minute so that new syngas flows could be established in the current
test rig. A minimum flow of 7 L min−1 H2 needed to be guaranteed from experience in order to keep
the specific pilot scale reactor running autothermal by emitting sufficient reaction enthalpy. This is
crucial in order to compensate the losses to the environment and the cooling cycle. This is an
experimental limitation in the current setup as a function of the reactor size and total mass of catalyst
in the system. A scale-up factor of 60 would fortunately reduce this lower limit to less than 20% of
the upper value, which allows a wider flexibility of the reaction. An additional 3 h of operation time
per day (phases of dawn and twilight) would be feasible then without including a hydrogen storage.
The discretized input signal for the reaction is depicted in Figure 1b. After cutting the graph
along the minimum flow, seven different experimental conditions remained.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Experimental input signals based on the data from KIT’s Battery Technical Center (BATEC).
(a) Power output profile for a 10 kW peak PV table for a sunny spring day in 2015; (b) Discretized
−3
and
hydrogen flow calculated from Figure 1a assuming a specific conversion energy of 4 kWh 𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁,𝐻𝐻
2
applying a further downscaling factor of 2.5.
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2.3. Experimental Base Cases
In order to apply the hydrogen profile presented in Section 2.2, the two different scenarios were
chosen to gather first insights into the process stability and product quality. Figure 2 shows the
potential pathways for either PtL or BtL approaches including an FTS unit in a simplified scheme.
For both cases, the abovementioned PV panel and electrolysis unit deliver the hydrogen needed for
the FTS. The carbon source is either CO2 or biomass.
For Case 1, the BtL pathway, a steady biomass gasification is assumed so that a constant flow of
CO-rich synthesis gas is gathered with a syngas ratio below 2 [43]. If the fluctuating hydrogen flow
from the electrolysis is added to the constant flow of synthesis gas, a varying H2/CO ratio in the FTS
reactor and changing residence time of the gas mixture are the consequences. Varying two system
parameters at the same time promotes unpredictable effects on the performance of the synthesis.
In Case 2, the PtL process route, a CO2 storage can be depleted on demand. It is assumed that a
RWGS unit can be operated with fixed gas mixtures and changing total flows In-line with the
response time of the electrolysis. In this scenario, a fixed H2/CO ratio of 2 is fed to the FTS reactor. A
dilution of the feed gas with CO2 or formed methane of the RWGS output is not considered in the
current approach. Water is thought to be condensed before entering the FTS.

Figure 2. Potential PtL (black solid lines) and BtL (red dotted lines) pathways to produce syngas for
the microstructured FTS reactor. Both pathways include a PV panel and electrolyzer; a hydrogen
buffer storage of a certain size is optional. The PtL pathway utilizes CO2 as carbon source exclusively,
which needs to be converted into syngas in a RWGS unit. A CO2 buffer storage is an assumed prerequisite here. The BtL pathway uses syngas from biomass gasification and hydrogen from
electrolysis.

2.4. Calculation of Conversion Levels during Quick Process Changes
The actual CO conversion could not be determined in real time since both GC and MS analysis
suffer from product back mixing with at least 17.5 min of signal delay, see part 1 of the study [38]. In
order to approximate conversion levels during quick changes, a linear regression model was
developed, based on a database of 19 sets of process parameters that were tested experimentally.
Parameter ranges are listed in Table 1. Within these ranges, conversion estimations should be
accurate.
Table 1. Overview of process parameters for linear regression data in a pilot scale FTS unit

Min. value
Max. value

Temperature
°C
235.5
246

Syngas ratio
1.49
2.20

τmod
gcat h m−3
65.17
158.02

The modified residence time (τmod), the syngas ratio and the temperature have a significant
influence on CO conversion. Because of different gas densities between all gas feed species, the
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density-independent parameter τmod was chosen instead of the weight hourly space velocity (WHSV)
and calculated via the relation τmod = γfeed WHSV−1 with γfeed being the respective density of the feed
gas mixture.
The correlation of CO conversion from the individual values can be described with a linear
regression model. The fundamental approach is described in Equation 1. The regression coefficients
βk are linearly related.
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑥𝑥1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑥𝑥2 + ∙∙∙ + 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 ,

(1)

𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑋𝑋𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑋𝑋𝐻𝐻2 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,

(2)

𝑥𝑥⃗ = H ∙ 𝑦𝑦⃗,

(3)

𝑦𝑦⃗ = (HT H)−1 HT ∙ 𝑥𝑥⃗,

(5)

𝑒𝑒⃗ = 𝑥𝑥⃗ − H ∙ 𝑦𝑦⃗.

(6)

with XCO being the CO conversion, 𝛽𝛽0 the base regression coefficient, 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘 regression coefficients and
𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 regression variables. The regression coefficients weigh the expected change in XCO with changes
in regression variables. The variables for this model are combinations of the modified residence time,
the H2/CO ratio and the temperature. The model was fitted using a systematic approach based on
Equation 1 executed in a standard spreadsheet calculator program. A linear approach according to
Equation 2 was chosen [44].
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

with Xi being the coefficients for the respective influence parameters mentioned above. TReactor is the
average temperature determined from two thermocouples in the foil stack next. These are placed
along the bed length in the outer wall of the catalyst bed. The individual parameters from Equation
2 can be determined using the least squares method. In matrix notation, the measured values can be
specified as shown in Equation 3.

with 𝑥𝑥⃗ being the results matrix, H the matrix notation of the target equation and 𝑦𝑦⃗ the estimator and
the coefficient matrix. The variables are defined in Equation 4
𝑋𝑋𝐻𝐻2,1
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,1
𝛽𝛽1
1 𝑋𝑋𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,1 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,1
⎛1 𝑋𝑋𝜏𝜏 ,2 𝑋𝑋𝐻𝐻2,2 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,2 ⎞
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,2
𝛽𝛽
2
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑥𝑥⃗ = �
� H= ⎜
(4)
⎟ 𝑦𝑦⃗ = � ⋮ �,
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑘𝑘
1 𝑋𝑋𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 𝑋𝑋𝐻𝐻2 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑘𝑘
,𝑘𝑘
⎝
⎠
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
For the estimator of the least squares method 𝑦𝑦⃗, the relation in Equation 5 can be used [45]
while matrix H must be of full rank for the inverse (H T H)−1 to exist. The residuals vector 𝑒𝑒⃗ can be
determined from Equation 6

2.5. Step Change Experiments—Experimental Design

In order to test the system before PV profile experiments, step change experiments were
conducted based on the seven remaining steps between minimum and maximum hydrogen flow, see
Section 2.2. Reactor behavior was tested in accordance to Case 1 by manipulating the syngas ratio
concurrently with the residence time of each step change. This was applied by giving a constant CO
flow of 7 LN min−1, adding as much hydrogen as needed to reach certain H2/CO ratios. The syngas
ratio ranged consequently between 1.2 (very low) and 2.4 (over-stoichiometric) with 0.2-steps. The
time between each step differed, starting with 10 min between each step (experiment A) to 5 min
between each step (experiment B). A lower step time was unfavorable for the means of process
observation since liquid sampling took 5 min. The initial syngas ratio was held overnight before each
experiment. Two plateaus at minimum and maximum ratio were held for a prolonged time (60 min
for experiment A, 30 min for experiment B) before ramping up or down again. Figure 3 shows the
executed experiments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Setpoints of H2/CO ratio between 1.2 and 2.4 with two cycles of ramping it down and up as
function of time in step change experiments. (a) Experimental profile for ten-minute steps with
plateau times of 60 min (experiment A); (b) Experimental profile for five-minute steps with plateau
times of 30 min (experiment B).

2.6. Experiments Based on the PV Profile
For the PV profile experiments, the BtL and the PtL case was covered experimentally. Figure 4
shows the FTS feed input data with regard to H2 and CO flow adapted from the real PV profile. Figure
4a represents Case 1 (experiment C) and Figure 4b Case 2; Case 1 was conducted with a larger range
of the syngas ratio (1.0–2.4) compared to the step change experiments. Case 2 was first conducted
without external temperature control (experiment D) and repeated. The linear regression model
introduced in Section 2.4 was used to calculate the necessary temperature, which is required to keep
the CO conversion throughout the experiment (experiment E). The aim was to convert 70% of CO
despite the changing residence time inside the reactor. Therefore, temperature data from experiment
D was analyzed and temperature corrections applied by hand if the conversion was below 70%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Setpoints of CO an H2 flow discretized from the PV profile as function of time. (a) Variable
H2/CO ratio and residence time (Case 1, experiment C); (b) Variable residence time with a fixed syngas
ratio of 2 (Case 2, valid for experiments D and E).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Linear Regression Model
Using the regression described in Section 2.4, the linear approach from Equation 2 was
systematically adapted to 19 data points with low inert gas dilution (<5%) using the least squares
method. For the fit, the data from Table 2 were used. Before the fit, the variables were normalized to
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a range between 0 and 1 using the min-max transformation according to Equation 7 [46]. This
minimizes the influence of larger numbers on the regression.
Table 2. Detailed overview of experimental data used for the linear regression model
Data
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

τmod
gcat h m−3
93.91
81.81
72.74
65.17
65.27
72.62
81.74
93.69
158.02
158.69
141.32
130.71
121.26
113.44
94.22
93.80
94.69
95.10
107.33

H2/CO
1.98
1.98
2.11
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.99
1.98
1.94
1.93
1.49
1.73
1.96
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.20
2.20
1.96

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =

T
°C
245
245
244.5
244.5
235.5
235.5
235.5
235.5
235.5
240
244.5
246
244.5
244.5
241.5
241
240.5
239
238

τnorm
0.3073
0.1779
0.0809
0.0000
0.0010
0.0797
0.1772
0.3050
0.9928
1.0000
0.8143
0.7008
0.5997
0.5161
0.3106
0.3061
0.3157
0.3200
0.4508

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

H2/COnorm
0.6855
0.6935
0.8757
0.7190
0.7214
0.7102
0.6993
0.6867
0.6295
0.6247
0.0000
0.3367
0.6593
0.9761
0.9875
0.9980
1.0000
0.9993
0.6658

Tnorm
0.9048
0.9048
0.8571
0.8571
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4286
0.8571
1.0000
0.8571
0.8571
0.5714
0.5238
0.4762
0.3333
0.2381

XCO
%
65.25
55.72
49.05
41.58
27.51
27.61
30.90
36.06
43.38
57.79
60.14
62.14
67.37
71.34
57.91
42.37
44.03
43.29
40.53

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ϵ [0, 1],

(7)

with xi being the respective value of the currently observed parameter, xi,min being the lowest and xi,max
being the highest value of the parameter within the data set.
Equation 8 resulted from the linear regression for the measured data with a maximum deviation
of 8.1%
𝑋𝑋𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 19.51 + 25.26 𝑋𝑋𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 13.20 𝑋𝑋𝐻𝐻2 + 29.34 𝑋𝑋𝑇𝑇 .
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

(8)

Using Equation 8, the required reactor temperature was calculated depending on the feed
conditions and the target CO conversion. The required reactor temperature to reach a certain CO
conversion can be picked from a corresponding plot if τmod and the H2/CO ratio are known. This tool
was crucial for the planning of experiment E, where an increase in the conversion level based on the
temperature should be achieved with quickly reducing residence times and vice versa. The contour
plot based on Equation 8 is shown in Figure 5 for a fixed syngas ratio of 2 (Case 2). It was used to
determine the conversion throughout experiment D and to calculate the needed temperature for 70%
of CO conversion in experiment E.

Figure 5. Contour plot derived from Equation 8 with curves of constant CO conversion levels ranging
from 32–75% as function of τmod and the average reactor temperature at a syngas ratio of 2.
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The desired temperature was induced proactively by changing the water pressure used for
evaporation cooling, see part 1 of our study [38].
3.2. Step Change Experiments—Results
The outcome of the step change experiments is shown in Figures 6–8. The average reactor
temperature is shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The methane byproduct formation is depicted in Figures
7a and 7b and the composition of the liquid phase is represented by Figures 8a and 8b, for experiment
A and B respectively. Temperature could be measured instantaneously at the reactor. Gas and liquid
phase signals are delayed by a time shift of about 17.5 min compared to the moment when the gas
concentration was changed, see part 1 of this work [38]. This shift is more apparent in the shorter
time steps (Figures 7b and 8b).
Figures 6a and 6b show the effect of different gas concentration change times on reaction
temperature without external temperature control. The first plateau in experiment A led to a
generally lower reactor temperature due to a longer time period at lower flow before the experiment.
Thus, the slope of temperature increase in experiment B is consequently higher, leading to an
increased maximum temperature after half of the experiment. Those effects could be countered by
temperature manipulation, which was not conducted in these experiments.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Average reactor temperature as function of time in step change experiments A (a) and B (b).

A high syngas ratio strongly favors methane formation [47–49]. At higher temperatures, its
formation is further increased, as Figures 7a and 7b show convincingly. The highest concentration
gradient observed in both experiments was around ΔcCH4 = 10%abs. Both experiments show quite
similar concentration curves including similar delay of the methane signal. Some signal interruptions
and relatively large signal noise are caused by the gas measurement via the Quick Sampling site
which is frequently disconnected during liquid phase sampling, see part 1 of the study.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Methane concentration as function of the time in step change experiments A (a) and B (b).
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Figures 8a and 8b show the relative content of alkanes, alkenes and the sum of iso-alkanes and
alcohols in the liquid phase. Saturation of molecules with hydrogen is dependent on the applied
syngas ratio [50] and is visible as a shift between the alkanes’ and alkenes’ share in the experiments.
The amounts of iso-alkanes and alcohols are quite constant despite significant changes of residence
time and syngas ratio. The share is not influenced by temperature, as observed previously [38]. The
progression of the curves is again similar for both time scales.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Liquid phase composition regarding alkanes, alkenes and sum of iso-alkanes and alcohols
in step change experiments A (a) and B (b).

3.3. Experiments Based on the PV Profile—Results
3.3.1. Results from Experiments without Temperature Manipulation
Experiment C is directly linked to the step change experiments as all are conducted with a
constant CO flow. This, as explained earlier, simulates a BtL route without hydrogen buffer. Case 2
represents a PtL application without temperature manipulation (experiment D). Here, the existence
of a CO2 buffer storage is assumed as prerequisite for a dynamic operation of syngas production and
utilization. Figures 9–11 show the data on temperature, methane concentration, and liquid product
composition in analogy to Figures 6–8.
The reactor temperature in Figure 9a for experiment C shows similar behavior to the trend
observed in experiments A and B. The average temperature inside the reactor increases with the
available total gas flow and the hydrogen to CO ratio. The maximum average temperature change of
the reactor in experiment C over the course of the experiment was ΔTmax = 8 °C, which is similar to
the observed temperature change in step change experiments, see Section 3.2. The reactor is thus able
to buffer fast changes in the 1 min regime while varying the residence time and syngas ratio; this is
also valid with regard to a negligible T-gradient along the bed during the experiment. The reactor
continued to run autothermally, and the cooling medium was never overheated. Neither did a
thermal runaway happen.
Case 2, experiment D, is shown in Figure 9b. The maximum temperature of the reactor change
is smaller, i.e., ΔTmax = 6 °C. This indicates that the influence of the residence time on the local
temperature is much greater than that of the syngas ratio. The pronounced changes in volume flow
can be counteracted by temperature manipulation, see next section. Regarding back-mixing of the
products before the measurement unit and the general limitations in analysis time, no quantification
of conversion could be performed at this point. This emphasizes the need of a prediction model like
the one presented in Section 3.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Average reactor temperature as function of time for experiments C (a) and D (b), the latter
with a constant syngas ratio of 2.

Methane production in experiment C also followed the behavior observed in step change
experiments. Figure 10a demonstrates that a higher available syngas ratio and the increasing reactor
temperature resulted in an increased production rate for methane. The highest concentration gradient
accounted for ΔcCH4,max = 4.5%abs, which is only half the value from the step change experiments. Short
changes seem to reduce the methane byproduct formation. Methane concentration was more constant
in experiment D, as shown in Figure 10b. ΔcCH4,max is 3.5%abs. Interestingly, the methane concentration
is the inverse of the concentration in experiment C. At a lower total volume flow, the residence time
of the feed gas increases and with it the conversion levels. With a higher conversion, the content of
CH4 in the product gas increases accordingly. Keeping a steady syngas ratio has positive effects on
uniform methane production.
Figure 11a shows that the liquid composition is significantly influenced by the available syngas
ratio in the catalyst bed, compare experiments A and B with C. The variation of the product shares of
alkanes and alkenes is distinctly wider in experiment C compared to experiment D (Figure 11b) with
constant syngas ratio. The iso-alkane and alcohol production seem mostly unaffected by the drastic
changes applied. Even product properties are crucial for downstream operations such as distillation
and hydrotreating. Keeping a constant syngas ratio is thus recommended. Therefore, the PtL case is
advantageous compared to hydrogen-boosted BtL with regard to product upgrade.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Methane concentration as function of time for experiments C (a) and D (b), the latter with
a constant syngas ratio of 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Liquid phase composition regarding alkanes, alkenes and the sum of iso-alkanes and
alcohols as function of time for experiments C (a) and D (b), the latter with a constant syngas ratio of
2.

3.3.2. Results from Temperature Adaptation to Reach Targeted Conversion Levels
Experiment E also corresponds to the PtL route including a storage for CO2 and a dynamically
operated RWGS unit before the FTS. The reactor temperature is manipulated to aim for a CO
conversion of 70+% at every time. The target temperature was calculated from the linear regression
equation explained in Section 3.1. The required temperature setpoints as function of time were
derived from the plot in Figure 9b as a base case and adapted by changing the water pressure in the
cooling cycle per manual operation. The corresponding water pressure could be calculated with the
Antoine equation for liquid water [51]. This manipulation was previously explored in part 1 of this
study [38].
In Figure 12a, the required average reactor temperature for 60% CO conversion in experiment D
is plotted against the measured value. Figure 12b shows the plot of required average reactor
temperature for 70% CO conversion and the obtained average reactor temperature by manipulation
of the cooling cycle pressure in experiment E. The upper plateau of the measured temperature is a
consequence of reaching the evaporation state in the cooling cycle. Lower temperatures exist due to
the effect that the reaction heat is not sufficient to reach the evaporation state and the reactor cools
down due to heat loss to the environment. The reactor temperature could finally reach the setpoint
of the water inlet temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Required average reactor temperature by linear regression to reach a certain conversion
(grey solid line) and measured average reactor temperature (black solid line) as function of time. (a)
experiment D with aimed 60% CO conversion; (b) experiment E with aimed 70% CO conversion.
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According to the linear regression model, experiment D without temperature manipulation
already resulted in more than 60% CO conversion at any time during the experiment. Within
experiment E, 70% of CO conversion should be reached at any time. It was possible to narrow the
observed temperature profile and even to exceed the required temperature levels in some cases. The
temperature was too low only during the first 120 min of the experiment. Starting at a low volume
flow, the available reaction heat is limited, so less heat is available to increase the average
temperature. Nevertheless, water pressure manipulation was in general an effective tool to reach
high temperatures and thus high conversion. Above 75% conversion, the developed linear regression
model leaves its validated parameter range so it is not possible to plot the conversion in the high
temperature range obtained in experiment E.
With temperature control in experiment E, methane formation was even more uniform than in
experiment D, see Figure 13. ΔcCH4,max was further decreased to 2.5%abs. This highlights the superior
performance of inherently temperature-flexible microstructured fixed bed reactors with regard to
minimizing product deviations in dynamic load changes.

Figure 13. Methane concentration as function of time in the course of experiment E where the total
applied feed flow was varied with a constant H2/CO ratio of 2 and concurrent temperature
manipulation.

3.4. Preliminary Analysis of Effects on Catalyst Stability during the Studies
Long-term stability of the catalyst is crucial for any operation with economical interest. The
effects from fluctuation in gas concentration and temperature on the FTS catalyst are yet unknown
for most reactors, especially for microstructured reactors. The following analysis is preliminary as a
continuous operation under load-flexible or dynamic conditions is to be performed on longer time
scale.
Different criteria can be chosen to evaluate the state of the catalyst. Easiest to test is conversion
and selectivity towards different product classes on a regular basis. This will not give sophisticated
information on the state of the catalyst surface, specifically the active sites. In order to get a glimpse
of surface effects, in-situ, or better, operando measurements are necessary. In the case of FTS, this is
not a simple operation to perform. Process parameters like elevated pressure and temperature
usually mean rough conditions for the equipment. Many reaction cells are designed to withstand the
required temperature but are vulnerable to pressure. A complementary analysis of the metal surface
and the reaction products allows for a more accurate interpretation of the observed phenomena. The
methods of choice for operando analysis would be X-ray absorption (XAS) techniques, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), and a coupled GC-MS analysis. [19,52–54]. Those studies have been performed in
an accompanied study and are subject of another publication under review [55].
In this work, catalyst activity was only evaluated by GC analysis. In Figure 14, the CO conversion
and selectivity towards methane (SC1) and liquid products (SC5+) are shown. The same experimental
condition was tested multiple times to determine the given values. The figure shows the respective
value changes from data points 15–18 of Table 2 (identical parameters: H2/CO = 2.2, ~ 240 °C, 30 barabs,
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94.5 gcat h m−3). Between the measurement of data point 15 (‘before experiments’) and setup 16 (‘after
experiment C’), around 1000 h of operation elapsed, during which many different other data were
collected from the reactor. In order to isolate the effect of the dynamic cycles on the catalyst from
those trials, this data point should have been assessed right before experiment C. However, since this
test was not executed, it is difficult to formulate a final assumption on when the catalyst actually
deactivated.

Figure 14. CO conversion and selectivity towards methane (SC1) and liquid products (SC5+) over total
experimental TOS. Four setups (15–18 from Table 2) are represented for the sake of activity
measurement. Grey rectangles mark the experimental campaigns presented in this work (experiments
C–E).

Nevertheless, the CO conversion drop from around 58% to 42.4% within 1000 h of TOS may be
correlated much more to the TOS than to experiments A, B and C themselves. This is supported by
further constant values for all following experiments (more experiments were conducted that are not
the subject of this study). It thus may be concluded that experiment D and E had no effect on catalyst
performance. Complementary measurements are, nevertheless, needed for final statements.
4. Conclusions
In part 2 of this study, the challenges of a fluctuating energy supply are tackled. Sector coupling
via dynamic operation of a microstructured packed bed reactor for FTS according to step changes
and a real PV profile are assumed. From this study, it may be concluded that storage of fluctuating
energy on minute- to season-scale via generation of chemical compounds seems feasible with the
applied micro-technology. This claim is supported by the superior load flexibility of microstructured
reactors. Even though it seems that intermediate hydrogen buffering can be omitted to large extent,
economic considerations need to be performed to provide the realistic scenario at which time-scale
load flexibility is actually required. It is also unclear how long the catalyst system would persevere
in such specific scenarios. From this study, it may be concluded that dynamic operation is feasible in
microstructured reactors without considerable influence on degradation. System changes in that
time-scale are only possible due to the previously described, increased heat and mass transfer within
those reactors and the application of pressure changes via evaporation cooling.
Available PV data from KIT’s solar park were translated into time-resolved hydrogen or syngas
flow assuming near instantaneous conversion by electrolysis and reverse water-gas shift. The data
was discretized to adjust to manageable setpoint changes in a pilot FTS test rig. Two base cases were
developed, on which further experiments were performed. Case 1: a small-scale BtL plant where
hydrogen is co-fed according to the PV power availability without a hydrogen buffer, leading to feed
flow and H2/CO ratio fluctuations. Case 2: a PtL plant without hydrogen buffer but a CO2 storage
leading to only feed flow fluctuations. Some facts have been neglected, such as the product gas from
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the RWGS would always include a dilution by inert gases such as CH4 or CO2. Nevertheless, effects
from high dilution on the catalyst were investigated before [18].
Initial step change experiments were carried out to test the discretized steps from which it could
be concluded that the system can buffer simultaneous syngas ratio and residence time changes with
regard to thermal behavior and product quality. No obvious changes were found when varying the
timeframe of the steps. Experiments with PV data were executed without and with temperature
manipulation to emphasize the importance of evaporation cooling as the main tool to even product
quality with fluctuating feed. Case 1, the BtL case, yielded unfavorable higher concentration
differences along the fluctuation. Case 2 (PtL) showed a much steadier performance, as demonstrated
by plots of methane concentration, as well as alkane and alkene content of the liquid product as a
function of time.
It could be proven that highly dynamic, load flexible operation in microstructured FT reactors
with multi-parameter changes in the one-minute regime are feasible and fully controllable. No
runaway or blowout was found during fast changes of experimental conditions. The development of
a regression model for adapting the reactor temperature without the need for measuring the product
composition—i.e., only on basis of the knowledge of syngas ratio and residence time—led to almost
even product quality. Constant product quality is important for product post-processing such as
distillation and hydrotreating and highlights the importance of such methods. Keeping the CO
conversion level by temperature manipulation seems to be a suitable approach for PtL plants as
determined in this study. With a fixed H2/CO ratio, reaching the goal of a target conversion of 70%
by temperature manipulation via the pressure in the evaporating cooling cycle was experimentally
verified as good strategy.
Due to the fact of relatively small total flows in the pilot scale FTS test rig, it was difficult to
increase system temperature on demand from all starting points. This observation would improve
with larger reactors. Consequently, autothermal operation will be possible with even lower relative
loads, leading to more hours of operation without considerable hydrogen storage.
Changes in the test rig were done manually, which can be optimized. Last but not least, no
apparent signs of catalyst damage were found through dynamic experiments. Nevertheless,
operando technology would enable a deeper look onto the catalyst’s active sites to determine if the
applied process caused negative effects on long-term activity.
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